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1. (AVBUZZ-1 ADVISED STATION 29 MARCH THAT AS RESULT EFFORTS LOCAL FRD REP HADA ROSETTE URUGUAYAN NATIONAL COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT RESOLVED SEND CABLE FIDEL CASTRO HABANA URGING CLEMENCY FOR PLAYA GIRON PRISONERS. WILL CABLE TEXT IF AND WHEN AVAILABLE.

2. VIA (AVBUZZ-1 MONTEVIDEO ATENEO ALSO CABLED CASTRO REMINDING HIM OF PLEA IT SENT ON HIS BEHALF TO BATISTA WHEN HE IMPRISONED FOR MONCADA BARRACKS ATTACK AND URGING SIMILAR MERCY TOWARD PRISONERS.

3. STATEMENTS DEMANDING JUSTICE BY DRE AND OTHER CUBAN EXILE GROUPS APPEARING IN MONT PRESS. LEAD EDITORIALS APPEARED "EL BIEN PUBLICO" AND "EL DIA" 29 MARCH. AYADZ ORGANIZATION AND ITS SUB ORGS INSTRUCTED SEND CABLES.

4. FYI IN OPINION STATION AND (AVBUZZ-1 HADA ROSETTE DOING BEST MEDIA COB ANY FRD REPRESENTATIVE STATIONED MONT TO DATE. SHE ON AMICABLE TERMS EDITORS PRINCIPAL NEWSPAPERS WHO PUBLISH HER MATERIAL OFTEN WITHOUT COST AND HAS ALSO ARRANGED EXCELLENT RADIO AND TV SERIES ON RADIO SARANDI. VIEW HER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE STATION RECOMMENDS SHE BE CONGRATULATED BY SUPERIORS SINCE SHE NOW UNDER SOME PRESSURE FROM LEADERS "AMIGOS DE CUBA LIBRE", NOTABLY SRA DE GOMEZ ANTIA, WHO JEALOUS HER STATUS AND TRYING UNDERMINE HER WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
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